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ISTITUTO SIEROTERAPICO E VACCINOGENOTOSCANO
"SCLAVO"

SIENA (ITALIA)

L'AMMINISTRATORE DELEGATO

Siena ,October 5,1967

Albert B.Sabin,M.D.,
The Children's Hospital,
Research Foundation,
EIland Avenue and Bethesda

Cincinnati, Ohio

Dear Dr. Sabin,

I have received your letter dated September 28 and, this very
day, a cable from Saigon of which I enclose photostatic copy.I
also join copy of our reply.

I am glad to be able to assure you that,of 1 million doses of
trivalent POLIORAL which has been set aside at the disposal of the
Government of Saigon, have already been distributed in bottles the
first 315.000 doses.

On such lot of vaccine are now being performed the tests for
sterility, general safety and checking of titre in TCIDSO,which in
our laboratories are always conducted after filling.

Tests will be completed b~ the 14th October. However, should the
aircraft for transportation of the vaccine be available before that
date, we could all the same send the 6300 bottles of 50 doses in
question reserving ourselves,of course,to give by cable our approval
to the use of the vaccine after the tests are completed.We believe
this possible since the said tests have never given negative results
up to date.

Therefore,practically ,we can say that the vaccine is ready for
shipment and instructions in this connection are awaited.Obviously
it would prove most helpful and practical that the aircraft departure
(aereoport,date and hour) or the eventual delivery in Siena to a
US military frigocar should be notified to us - if possible - a few
days in advance.

Since decisions about the packing to be adopted have already
been taken we would inform - at any good end helpful for executing
shipment, etc. - that the 6300 bottles of 50 doses will be distributed



in 70 insulating polystyrene boxes, with C02, each containing 90
bottles.

The said 70 boxes will be packed into 35 big cartons and in
addition to the same will be shipped 5 boxes containing the cali=
brated droppers.

The gross weight of the goods should be of some 480 kos with
a volume of about 1.73 m3•

With kindest regards.
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